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INTRODUCTION

Procedural
On

Background

January

26, 1988,

South, Inc. ("GTE"), filed a revised
with the Commission.
The effect of the
GTE

access services tariff
......,,,tariff...;;fi,ling.was "to.increase..CTE's .access services revenues. On
tariff filing was suspended for
February
29, 1988, the
On May 6, 1988, an informal conference was held to
investigation.
identify issues that could not be resolved short of formal
hearing.l
In addition to CTE, ATILT Communications of the South Central
States Inc. ("ATILT"}, the Attorney General of the Commonwealth of
through
his Utility and Rate Intervention
Kentucky,
by and
Divis i on
Corporation

( "At torney

("MCI") participated

informal

1988,
attend.

and

),

and

MCI

Telecommunications

in this investigation.

received prefiled

The Commission

The

General"

testimony

as followss

conference was originally scheduled on March 30,
to accommodate those needing to
rescheduled

was

l.

behalf

On

, .Staff ,manager,
1988.

2.

of

Marketing

of

prefiled testimony of L. Q. Sather,
.5'lans.,implementation,
.filed wn July 1,

ATILT,

prefiled testimony of Carol C.
Guthrie, Revenue Results Manager, filed on July 1, 1988.
3. Also on behalf of GTE, prefiled testimony of Douglas E.
Wellemeyer, Pricing and Tariffs Manager, filed on July 1, 1988.
A
public hearing was held on July 6< 1988 to permit the
presentation
of testimony and the cross-examination of witnesses.
The resulting Transcript of Evidence was filed on July 12, 1988.
At the hearing, GTE made a motion requesting that information
,intratATA minutes of use'for,.certain .interLATA carrier
concerning
services be incorporated into this record if the Commission were
the information
going to consider
in its deliberations.
Such
information

behalf

On

was

not

GTE,

considered

in formulating

the Commission's

decision and, therefore, the motion is moot.
The Commission received post hearing briefs as follows:
Brief of ATILT, filed on July 15, 1988.
2. Brief of the Attorney General, filed on July 18 1988.
3. Brief of GTE, filed on July 15, 1988.

l.

Transcript

of Evidence, page 196.

DXSCUSSIGN

Policy Positions
The sub)ect

on Access Charges.

cost of service recurs throughout
Commission Orders in Case No. 8838.4 For example, in Phase I, the
found that "each local exchange carrier should develop
Commission
information."5
on
Subsequently,
cost
company-specific
reinforced its position, noting
the Commission
reconsideration,
that "intrastate access services cost information is essential and
must

be

of

developed."

interLATA

Furthermore,

in Phase IV. the Commission

that "any local exchange carrier that seeks to increase
access charges must file an analysis of interLATA cost of service
the
with .. its....application." ,-..;. In -:.each :ef these instances,
concluded

Local Access and Transport Area.
of Toll and Access Charge Pricing and Toll
An
Investigation
for Telephone Utilities Pursuant to
Settlement
Agreements
Changes

to

be

Effective January 1, 1984.

in Case No. 8838, Phase I, dated November 20, 1984, page
It should be noted that the discussion of interLATA cost
of service contained in this Order refers to a separations
then under
development
based information
system
by Bell
Communications
Research. See discussion at pages 83-85.
Order in Case No. 8838, Phase I, dated February 15, 1985, page
70. It should be noted that the discussion of interLATA cost
of service contained in this Order refers to "cost separations
studies." See discussion at pages 68-71.

Order

85.

in Case No. 8838, Phase IV, dated December 9, 1987, page
It should be noted that in this investigation the
to Compel Continental
an ATILT Notion
Commission
granted
on
of Kentucky to provide information
Telephone
Company
of service that waa baaed on Federal
interLATA
coat
{"FCC") Part
Commission
67 Separations
Communications
Procedures and Part 69 Access Charges rules and regulations.

Order

18.

„...based On.

that interLATA cost of service information be
eeparationa procedures and .FCC".access:,charges .cules.-

intended

Commission
FCC

The

Phase

IV

Order

in

Case

No. 8838

established

various

conditions
relative to access services tariff filings. These
conditions
and the underlying
rationale go to the substance of
this investigation.
Therefore, a brief review is in order.
The Commission initiated Phase IV to reconsider interLATA and
ULAS8
compensation.9
Among the outcomes of the investigation
was
a decision to freere interLATA revenue requirements at 1984 levels

until

., information.

'Although

did not specify that

it

interLATA

separations

expectations

Comaission's

observed

the

investigation
regulations,
and
recover
evidence
in
of service

Universal
InterLATA

Orders
Phase

:the Commission

cost of service information based on FCC
the
procedures
and
FCC access
charges rules,

contemplated

Comaission

carriers could demonstrate
cost of service
through

exchange

requirements

revenue

changed

local

as

time

such

were

implied.

For

example,

the

that:
rates

under
consideration
in
this
are based on FCC access charge rules and
which
are designed to identify, allocate,
there is
relevant
costs.
Furthermore,
the record to suggest that intrastate cost
not substantially vary from interstate
may

Local Access Service.
and ULAS compensation

in Case No. 8838, Phase
II, dated May 31, 1985.

originally
dated November
I,were

Order in Case No. 8838, Phase ZV, dated December
8 and gmssim.

considered in
20, 1984, and

9, 1987,

page

cast of service. Therefore, pending the development ef
intrastate cost of service information, access cpgrges
on.-FCC rules and
regulations are acceptable.
in the same Order:

based

Also, elsewhere
the access

service rates proposed in this case
1986 interstate access service rates
developed under FCC access charge rules and regulations,
which
require access service rates based on fully
distributed cost. pherefare, these rates are acceptable
to the Commission.
these citations refer to rates and not revenue
Although
requirements,
the relevant points are the references ta FCC rules
and regulations.
Moreover, the clarification in this Order should
serve as notice to QTE and other local exchange and interLATA
carriers that interLATA cost of service information and access
charges should be based on relevant FCC rules and regulations.
In additian ta addressing interEATA and ULAS compensation and

reflect

revenue

mid-year

the

requirements,

established

optional

Phase

XV

Order

in

Case

Ho.

8838

access services tariff filing pracedures.

Specifically, local exchange carriers were authorised to make
annual intrastate access services tariff filings that mirror their
interstate access services tariffs as approved by the FCC. Thi.s
decision was based an the presumption that there is no significant
difference in )urisdictional cost of service
and the requirement
that local exchange carriers file interLATA cost ef service

IbM.,

page

6, footnote omitted.

XbM., page 18.
Ibid., pages 25-28.

Ibid.,

page 17 and oassim.

information

or..revenue

along with any application
requirements. 1S

to increase access charges

when
the Commission
Clearly,
authorized
local exchange
carriers to make annual intrastate access services tariff filings,
it did not intend to foreclose the need to require non-mirrored
adjustments
that satisfy revenue requirements or accomplish the
Commission's
regulatory
policy goals of equity, effi,ciency, and
universal
service.
In fact, in the Phase IV Order in Case No.
8838, the Commission ordered one local exchange carrier to reduce
intrastate switched access services rates because it
proposed

should
=

have

exceeded

its

revenue

requirements

with a mirror

of

......interstate..switched: access..services:rates'-"
Also, the:Commission
ordered all local exchange carriers to modify their access
services
tariffs
to comply
with
its Order concerning
jurisdictional
Wide Area Telecommunications
Service ("WATS"1.
Therefore,
local exchange carriers were authorized to make annual
intrastate access services tariff filings that mirror their
interstate access services tariffs as approved by the FCC to the
maximum extent possible consistent with their revenue requirements
and
Commi.ssion's
the
regulatory
policy goals of equity,
efficiency, and universal service.

IbM.,
16 IbM.,
17 Ibid.i

page 18 and passim.
page

13.

page

24.

Finally,

the

Phase IV Order in Case No. 8838 reaffirmed

the

...intention .io gradually, mirror-down. or reduce cartier -~:line
and defined
charges
QLAS
as a residual of
non-traffic sensitive revenue requirement.
The Tariff Piling
The access services tariff filing under consideration
in this
investigation
is an intrastate mirror of GTE's interstate access
services tariff with three exceptions.
Pirst, billing and
Instead, the
collection services rates are not mirrored.
billing and collection services rates contained in the tariff
filing reflect rates agreed to in a cont~act between ATaT and GTE
.for;, intrastate ."bill "processing,".collectkonr
and - recording
services.22
Second, rates for premium and non-premium switched
transport
terminations
are not mirrored.
Xnstead, switched
transport termination rates were adjusted to levels below mirrored

Commission'.s

18

Ibid,g pages 20-21.

Ibid.,

page

10.

rates contained in the tariff filing mirror rates in CTE'8
Tariff No. 1, which was allowed to become effective on
January 1, 1988.
Prefiled testimony of Mr. Mellemeyer, page 9, Transcript of
Evidence, page 21, and Brief of GTE, page 8.
The rates
contained
in the contract were filed with the
Commission
on July 31, 1987, and allowed to become effective
on February 1, 1988, by Order dated January 28 ~ 1988, in Case
No. 10006, The Tariff Filing of General Telephone Company of
the South to Reduce Bill Processing and Collection Services
Rates.
23 Prefiled
of Mr. Mellemeyer, pages 9-11, Transcript
testimony
of Evidence, page 21, and Brief of GTE, pages 8-9.
The

PCC

'ommon

rates

in order
requirements.

to

access services revenues with revenue

match

Third,

.

carrier..-.common

..line,- rates :are.

-not

mirrored.
Instead, the carrier common line rates contained in
the tariff filing reflect carrier common line rates approved in
the Phase IU Order in Case No. 8838.
ATILT
objects to GTE's access services tariff filing on the
grounds that (1) it is not supported by adequate interLATA cost of
service information,
(2) it is not supported by adequate demand

forecast and price-out information, and (3) it is not a mirror of
GTE's interstate
The issues of the
access services tariff.2S
interLATA
cost of service analysis and the demand forecast and
....price-out .wre,;-discussed .elsewhere in this Order. On the mirror
issue, ATILT contends that GTE's mirroring of its interstate access
services
tariff presents distorted views2~ and notes that
two-thirds
"approximately
of the revenues to be recovered under

Prefiled testimony of Mr. Wellemeyer, pages 12-1S, Transcript
of Evidence, pages 21-22, and Brief of GTE, pages 10-11.
Brief of ATaT, pages 2-4. ATaT links the mirror concept with
both GTE's cost of service analysi.s
and access services
tariff. That is, ATILT contends that GTE's intrastate cost of
service methodology
does not mirror its interstate cost of
service methodology and that GTE's intrastate access services
tariff does not mirror its interstate access services tariff.
For the sake of clarity, in this Order the mirror concept i ~
used relative to access services rates and tariffs.
Brief of ATILT, page 3. Also, see Transcript of Evidence, page
24 '

intrastate tariff came from rate elements which
from .or.did .not .exist- in .the .interstate "tariff."27
..„.„„,.,differed
QTE indicates that it based its access services tariff filing
an its interpretation
of the Commission'e Phase IV Order in Case
Na. 8838.
GTE contends that it "exercised reasonable care in
evaluating the Order and its intent"
and filed "a revised access
the

proposed

tariff

which

is

requirements."
As discussed

in

compliance

elsewhere

with

all

known

regulatory

in this Order, the Phase IV Order in

local exchange carriers to make annual
intrastate access services tariff filings that mirror their
;interstate 'access,,services tariffs as approved by the'CC to the
maximum extent possible cansistent with their revenue requirements
Commission's
and
the
regulatory
policy goals of equity,
In the opinion af the
efficiency, and universal service.
QTE's interpretation
Commission,
of the procedures and regulatory
in the Phase IU Order in Case No. 8838 is
policy established
substantially
correct. The notable exception to this evaluation
is GTE's treatment of carrier common line rates.
Case

No.

8838

authorised

ATaT, page
3. Also, see Transcript of Evidence,
pages 23-24. The reference to rate elements that da nat exist
in the interstate
tariff is an apparent reference to QLAS.
See Transcript of Evidence, page 23.

Brief of
28

Prefiled testimony of Nr. Wellemeyer,

passim and Transcript

Prefiled testimony of Mr. Wellemeyer,

page

Evidence. page

Ibid.

18.

19.

of

contention that CTE's access services tariff does not
mirror standard..because approximately two-.thirds. of. the
rate elements is
result from non-mirrored
revenues

ATaT's

the

meet

The Commission interprets the mirror standard to
merit.
rate
As stated, non-mirrored
be one of substantial compliance.
are and vill continue to be allowed where reasonable
elements

without

exists

justification

requirements or the
rate
regulatory
policy necessitate non-mirrored
In the view of the Commission, GTE's access services

Commission's

elements.

and

whenever

revenue

tariff filing meets the standard of substantial compliance, except
in its treatment of carrier common line rates.
.GTE'.s access services; "tariff. is e several 'hundred page
.

.

document

mirrors

which

of rate elements and terms and
as compared to the dosen or so rate

hundreds

of service,
indicated above, GTE's
As
that are not mirrored.
elements
intrastate access services tariff does not mirror its interstate
access services tariff in the areas of billing and collection
services, switched transport services, and carrier common 1ine
in the area of billing and collection
deviation
services is justified due to GTE's contract with ATaT. Also, the
deviation
in the area of switched transport services is necessary
access services revenues and revenue
order
to match
in
from the
In this area, GTE took direction
requirements.
wherein the
Commission's
in Phase IV of Case No. 8838 ~
Order

conditions

rates'he

Ibid

~

page 11

'ommission

,.„,,switched
revenues
Commission,

ordered one loocal exchange carrier to reduce
rates for
access ..services .in .ord
r er:.
:..t o ..match...access .;services
and

revenue

such

requirement s ~
adjustments
should

In
be

switched

made

the view
in the

of the
area of

access services.
In the area of carrier common line rates,
GTE did not file
mirrored
carrier common line rates based on it s nterpretation of
the Commission's Order in Phase IV of Ca se N o.
8838
wherexn the
Commission

asrr

i rae-

denied recommendations

made by

th e Att orney General on

.,'ssociated

inter pretation

.

is

accurate.

rejected the
General.'s .. recommendations.,in.Phase-IV
Attorney
of .Case..No.'838
because adoption would have resulted in a greater increase to OLAS
revenue

not

requirement

than

was

The

Commission

otherwise

indicated

carrier

and because

line
rates. Consequently, the Commission decided to "continue the past
practice of gradually assigning non-traffic sensitive revenue
requirement to ULAS as carrier common line charges are reduced."
This means that the Commission
intends to mirror-down carrier
common
line rates as carrier common line rates are reduced at the
federal level.
,.-... Due to;GTE's failure ~to mirror"carrier
common line rates and
decisions made elsewhere in this Order concerning GTE's interLATA
cost of service analysis and demand forecast and price-out> the
Commission
must
reject GTE's access services tariff filing.
simultaneous
However,
submission
of an interLATA cost of
upon
service analysis and demand forecast and price-out that are
consistent with the provisions of this Order, GTE will be allowed
to deviate from the annual access services tariff filing schedule
and resubmi,t a 1988 application.
The Cost of Service Analysis
interLATA
cost of service analysis filed in this
The
investigation
forecasts interLATA revenue requirements through
December
ATILT
objects to CTE's interLATA cost of
31, 1988.

adoption

would

have resulted

in non-mirrored

common

.

Order
pages

in

Case

20-21.

No.

8838,

Phase IV, dated December

-12-

9, 1987,

service analysis, generally,
on the grounds that ATILT does "not
believe QTE's .cost.:..study,:methodol.ogy,.is..appropriate.",37..iirst<
ATILT
ob)acts to the methodology used by CTR to assign non-traffic
sensitive revenue requirement to the interLATA market~
Our
concern is that the method which CTE has used to
allocate the non-traffic sensitive revenue requirement
discriminates
against interexchange carriers and their
customers
and
results in interLATA toll services
contributing
share based on the
a disproportionate
relationggip of intraLATA toll minutes to interLATA toll
minutes.

is

That

to the

requirement

factor,

QTE

and

AT&T

allocated

sensitive

revenue

based on a subscriber

plant
prefer an allocation based on subscriber

interLATA
would

non-traffic

market

1ine usage.
Second,

increases
thats

ATILT

in

demand

ob)ects to the non-linear relationship between
units and revenue requi.rements.
ATILT asserts

in revenue requirements, year over year,
growth
for any particular cost category is, all other factors
being equal, a function
of two itemsc the growth in
units in service and the growth in cost per unit. Given
the low inflation
trend in recent years> one would
anticipate that the growth in costs would track very
closely with the growth in units in service.

Prefiled testimony of

Ibid.,

pages

Mr. Bather, page

6-7. Also, see Brief of

Prefiled testimony of

Mr.

Sather, page

-13-

4.
ATILT,

7.

page

12.

....,,...,;,
.

ATILT

then observes

...of service

...

that,

"this is not the case

cost
Xncluding- that

with CTE's

study.."
ATkT,.notes. several.examples~
access lines are forecasted to grow approximately 3 percent while
carrier common line revenue requirement
is forecasted to grow
17 percent,
approximately
and
interLATA
minutes
of use are
forecasted to grow approximately 1 percent, while traffic sensitive
revenue
requirement
is forecasted to grow approximately
26

percent.41
ATILT's

objections to GTE's interLATA cost of service analysis
on issues of regulatory policy. At some length< ATILT

also bear
statesc
The".access cost of. +ervkce.~study provided by GTE does
not represent the economic costs that GTE incurs solely
as a function of provisioning access services. The GTE
is a fully distributed cost study. First,
methodology
this
methodology
allocates all costs of the firm
including
common
costs which cannot be unambiguously
allocated to the various services. Second, and more
this
importantly,
methodology
assigns non-traffic
sensitive
cost, which is not a function of the
of toll service, to the toll service
provisioning
category.
In so doing,
the study is, in effect,
the pricing objectives for toll service.
presupposing
That is, it is indicating the level of subsidy that is
desired from toll service not, by justifying the level of
but by arbitrarily
subsidy
allOCating
COSt
tO that
service and, therefore, concluding that the prices of
the service should cover the cost. To the extent that

prefiled testimony of Mr. Sather, pageS 7 8
Transcript of Evidence, pages 170-171 and Srief of
5-7 ~
~

41

Ibid.

-14-

Albo/
ATILT,

See
pages

there has been no agreement as to the appropriate level
this allocation, particularly ~egarding the
Rentucky.uperations,
Ls .totally arbitrary.
pinally, ATILT contends that CTE selectively applied FCC rules
and regulations to develop its interLATA cost of service analysis
and notes
certain technical faults, including alleged errors in
the treatment of plant in service and plant under construction.
The position
of the Attorney Ceneral differs from ATILT in a
While ATILT would prefer
to allocate non-traffic
key area.
sensitive revenue requirement
to the interLATA market based on
subscriber
line usage, the Attorney General recommends the use of
a subscriber
plant factor.
A)so, like ATILT, the Attorney
.-.-„,„-pyneral,.notes-GTE's.apparent. inconsistent.-treatment
of .'plant under
construction
between
intrastate and interstate access services

of subsidy,

revenue

requi.rements

NCI

supports

applications.
ATaT's position

concerning

the allocation

of

non-traffic sensitive revenue requirement to the interLATA market.
Specifically, NCI argues that "the Commission should not permit a
disproport,ional
recovery of the non-traffic
sensitive revenue

Prefiled

Transcript

Prefiled

Evidence,

44

testimony
of Nr. Sather, page 20.
Also, see
of Evidence, page 170.
testimony
of Nr. Sather, pages 21-22, Transcript of
pages 144-150, and. Brief of ATILT, pages 8-10.

Brief of the Attorney General, pages 5-6.

Ibid.,

pages

6-7.

PRECEDING IIWA GE HA S BEEN
REFILMED
TO ASSURE LEGIBILITY OR TO
CORRECT A POSSIBLE ERROR

ATILT's

meet

the

contention

that GTE's access services

mirror standau9,.because

approximately

tariff

two-thi,rds

does not

of the

associated revenues result from non-mirrored
rate elements is
without
merit.
The commission interprets the mirror standard to
be one of substantial compliance.
rate
As stated, non-mirrored
elements
are and will continue to be allowed where reasonable
justification exists and whenever revenue requirements or the
rate
Commission's
regulatory
policy necessitate non-mirrored
elements.
In the view of the Commission, GTE's access services
tariff filing meets the standard of substantial compliance, except
in its treatment of carrier common line rates.
.GTE's access services„,tariff. is .w several ..hundred page
document
which mirrors
hundreds
of rate elements and terms and
conditions
of service, as compared to the doxen or so rate
above, GTE's
that are not mirrored.
As i,ndicated
elements
intrastate access services tariff does not mi,rror its interstate
access services tariff in the areas of billing and collection
services, switched transport services, and carrier common line
The deviation
in the area of billing and collection
rates.
services is justified due to GTE's contract with ATILT. Also, the
deviation
in the area of svitched transport services is necessary
in
order
to match
access services revenues and revenue
Zn
this area, GTE took direction from the
requirements.
Commission's
Order
in Phase IV of Case No. 8838,
wherein the

Ibid.

~

page

ll.

.-.

Commission

ordered one local exchange carrier to reduce rates for

,.„....switched access ..services .in ..order:.to ,match...access ..services
revenues
commission,

and

revenue

such

In

requirements.

ad)ustments

should

be

the

made

in

view

the

of the
area of

svitched access services.
In the area of carrier common line rates, GTE did not file
mirrored
carrier common line rates based on its interpretation of
wherein the
the Commission's Order in Phase ZV of Case No. 8838,
Commission
denied recommendations made by the Attorney General on
GTE's interpretation
of the
carrier
common
line rates.
Commission's
action is that carrier common line rates should not

..be. -mirrored-.down
requirement

vill

vhen

result,

a

significant
as

vould

: increase

'n

occur in this case.3

Order in Case No. 8838, Phase IV, dated December

13.

QIAS revenue

9, 1987,

This

page

Prefiled testimony of Nr. Nellemeyer, pages 12-13, 'Pranscript
of Evidence, pages 21-22, and Brief of GTE+ pages 10-11.
34 Order
in Case No. 8838, Phase IV, dated December 9, 1987,
pages 20-21. The recommendations made by the Attorney General
were that, first, the originating carrier common line rate be
reduced
to zero and, subsequently, that both originating and
terminating carrier common line rates be eliminated.
GTE based its interpretation
of the Commission's intent on the
statement
that "adoption of either of the Attorney General'
recommendations
would result in a sudden and dramatic increase
at a time vhen other
ULAB
compensation,
required
in
concerning ULAS are under way." Order in Case
investigations
dated December 9, 1982, page 20. This
No. 8838, Phase
ZV,
citation should be viewed in the context of the later
in intrastate carrier common
discussion
reductions
linking
line charges and increases i.n ULAS revenue requirement vith
reductions in interstate carrier common line charges. See the
same Order at pages 20-21.

interpretation
.Attorney

is

General's

not
.

accurate.

The

recommendations..in.

Commission

rejected the

af

.Case .No. 8838

phase.IV

because adoption would have resulted in a greater increase to ULAS
revenue
than was otherwise
requirement
indicated and because

carrier

line
rates. Consequently, the Commission decided to "continue the past
practice of gradually assigning non-traffic sensitive revenue
requirement to ULAS as carrier common line charges are reduced."
This means that the Commission
intends to mirror-down carrie~
common
line rates as carrier common line rates are reduced at the
federal level.
.-.. Due: ko;GTE.'s Xailure ito mirror carrier common line rates and
decisions made elsewhere in this Order concerning GTE's interLATA
cost of service analysis and demand forecast and price-out, the
Commi.ssion
must
reject GTE's access services tariff filing.
However,
simultaneous
submission
of an interLATA cost of
upon
service analysis and demand forecast and price-out that are
consistent with the provisions of this Order, GTE will be allowed
to deviate from the annual access services tariff filing schedule
and resubmit a 1988 application.
The Cost of Service Analysis
The
interLATA
cost of service analysis filed in thi,s
investigation
forecasts interLATA revenue requirements through
December
ATILT
31, 1988.
objects to GTE's interLATA cost of

adoption

Order
pages

have resulted

would

in

Case

20-21.

No.

in non-mirrored

8838,

common

Phase IV, dated December

9, 1987,

service analysis, generally,
on the grounds that ATILT does "not
believe GTE's .cost:..study, methodology, is. appropriate."
.First,
ATaT objects to the methodology used by GTE to assign non-traffic
sensitive revenue requirement to the interLATA
concern is that the method which GTE has used to
allocate the non-traffic sensitive revenue requirement
discriminates
against
interexchange carri.ers and their
customers
and
results in interLATA toll services
contributing
a disproportionate
share based on the
relationQip of intraLATA toll mi.nutes to interLATA toll
market'ur

minutes.

is,

That
requirement

factor, and
:,line usage.

non-traffic

sensitive revenue
to the interLATA market based on a subscriber plant
ATaT would prefer an allocation based on subscriber
GTE

allocated

Second, ATILT ob)ects to the non-linear relationship between
increases in demand units and revenue requirements.
ATCT asserts

thats
growth

in

revenue

requirements,

year over year>

for any particular cost category is, all other factors
of two itemsc the growth in
a function
being equal,
units in service and the growth in cost per unit. Given
the low inflation
trend in recent years, one would
anticipate that the growth in costs would track very
closely with the growth in units in service.

of Nr. Sather, page 4.
Ibid., pages 6-7. Also, see Brief of ATILT, page 12.
Prefiled testimony of Nr. Sather, page 7.
PrefiLed testimony

-13-

that "this is not the case with GTE's cost
of service study.." ...,ATaX.nates. several„-examples~ including that
access lines are forecasted to grow approximately 3 percent while
carrier common line revenue requirement
is forecasted to grow
17 percent, and interLATA minutes
approximately
of use are
forecasted to grow approximately 1 percent while traffic sensitive
revenue
26
is forecasted to grow approximately
requirement
percent.41
ATST's objections to GTE's interLATA cost of service analysis
also bear on issues of regulatory policy. At some length, ATILT
ATILT

then observes

statess
The".access

cost of. ~ezvice. study: provided. by GTE does"
represent the economic costs that GTE incurs solely
as a function of provisioning access services. The GTE
is a fully distributed cost study. First>
methodology
this
allocates all costs of the firm
methodology
common
including
costs which cannot be unambiguously
allocated to the various services. Second, and more
this
methodology
assigns non-traffic
importantly,
sensitive
cost, which is not a function of the
of toll service, to the toll service
provisioning
In so doing,
the study is, in effect,
category.
the pricing objectives for toll service.
presupposing
That is, it is indicating the level of subsidy that is
desired from toll service not by justifying the level of
but by arbitrarily
allocating cost to that
subsidy
service and, therefore, concluding that the prices of
the service should cover the cost. To the extent that
.

not

Pref lied testimony
of Mr. Bather, pages 7-8.
Transcript of Evidence, pages 170-171 and Brief of
5-7
~

41

Ibid.
14-

Also, see

ATaT<

pages

there has been no agreement as to the appropriate level
of subsidy, this allocation, particularly ~egarding the
Kentucky .operations, is .totally arbitrary.
Finally, ATILT contends that GTE selectively applied FCC rules
and regulations to develop its interLATA cost of service analysis
and notes certain
technical faults, including alleged errors in
the treatment of plant in service and plant under construction.
The position
of the Attorney General differs from ATaT in a
While ATILT would
key area.
prefer to allocate non-traffic
sensitive revenue requirement,
to the interLATA market based on
subscriber
line usage, the Attorney General recommends the use of
a subscriber
plant factor.
Also, like ATILT, the Attorney
..."..„.
„general,notes GTE's.:apparent. inconsistent treatment of"plant under
construction
between
intrastate and interstate access services
revenue requirements applications.
ATILT's position
NCX
concerning the allocation of
supports
non-traffic sensitive revenue requirement to the interLATA market.
Specifically, NCI argues that "the Commission should not permit a
di.sproportional
recovery of the non-traffic
sensitive revenue

Prefiled testimony of Nr. Sather, page 20.
Also, see
Transcript of Evidence, page 170.
Prefiled testimony of Nr. Sather, pages 21-22, Transcript of
Evidence, pages 144-150, and Brief of ATaT, pages 8-10.
Brief of the Attorney General, pages 5-6.
45

Ibid.,

pages

6-7.

requirement
.

between

intraLATA

and interLATA

services"4

and favors

allocation based on subscriber line. usage.
QTE "believes the cost of service study filed in the case to
be the most appropriate representation of its costs of providing
access service in 1988 currently available." ~ QTE's interLATA
cost of service analysis is generally patterned on FCC separations
Xn addition,
procedures and FCC access charges rules.
the study
reflects the capital to expense shift caused by new accounting
rules and the appropriate federal tax rate for 19BS.
The study
does not reflect FCC separations procedures changes relating to
some categories
of central office equipment.5
Finally, GTE
an

observes .that:
the study was performed
according to the fully
distributed
costing methodology prescribed by the FCC,
the only methodology which GTE South has had experience
in using to date and which
Commission has had
experience in evaluating to date. ))e
As previously
in this Order, the Commission has
indicated
intended
always
that GTE and other local exchange carriers would

file

47

50

interLATA

cost

of service

information

based

on

FCC

Brief of NCX, page S.
Prefiled testimony of Ms. Guthrie, page 3.
Also, see
Transcript of Evidence, page 78 and Brief of GTE, page 12.
Prefiled testimony of Ns. Guthrie, pages 2-3, Transcript of
Evidence, page 78, and srief of QTE, pages 11-12.
Xbid.
Zbid.

Prefiled testimony of Ns. Guthrie, page 3. Also, see Brief of

GTE, page

12.
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separations

rules.
PCC
procedures-~ere-.developed" to -)urisdictionally
'allocate
and expenses.
Therefore, it is reasonable to use FCC
procedures
on an intrastate
basis to allocate

investment

and

separations
aeparations

procedures

investment

and

PCC

expenses between
avoids the need

access

the

charges

interLATA

and

intraLATA

to establish gurisdictiona11y
specific separations procedures.
Likewise, FCC access charges
rules were developed to guide rate structure.
Therefore, in
it is reasonable to mirror interstate access services
general,
tariffs on an intrastate basis and avoid the need to establish
)urisdi.ctionally specific access charges ru1es.
In .-the;..opinion.-..of the Commission, -to the extent that'GTE
followed FCC separations procedures and FCC access charges rules
to develop its interLATA cost of service analysis and access
services tariff filing, GTE complied with the intent of the
Commission
in prior orders.
Therefore, ATaT s
as erpressed
ob)ection that the methodology
is not appropriate is without
merit.
PCC
allocate
separations
procedures
]urisdictiona11y
non-traffic sensitive cost on the basis of a subscriber plant
factor rather than subscriber line usage.
hccordingly, in the
opinion of the Commission,
interLATA
cost of service analyses

markets,

which

~

~

Por

20,
9~

Orders in Case No. 8838, Phase I, dated November
1984 and February 15, 1985, and Phase Iv, dated December

example,

1987.

Transcript
GTE, page

of Evidence, pages 97-98

14.
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and

181-182,

and

Brief of

allocate intrastate non-traffic sensitive cost on the basis
of a subscriber..plant..factor.
This results. in. a.somewhat greater
allocation of non-traffic sensitive cost to the interLATA market
than would occur with an allocation
based on subscriber line
usage, but is consistent with prevailing regulatory practice.
should

that growth in units in service and growth in
cost per unit should approximate, all other things equal. This is
ATILT

not

the

argument

contends

case,

even

ignores a

all other
of factors.

when

number

things are equal.
For example,

it

ATILT's

ignores the

that investment decisions may cause "cost lumps" relative to
in units in service. In other words, a decision to
any growth
.increase,.production.,capacity .may:not be followed. by the immediate
consumption
of that capacity. Furthermore, GTE has demonstrated
that all other things are not equal in this case.
Various
in FCC separations procedures have been made since GTE's
changes
access services revenue requirement was established in 1984 that
tend to shift costs to the intrastate
jurisdiction in a way
totally apart from increased network usage. Some of these changes

fact

Transcript
20-21

of Evidence< pages 174-178

-18-

and

Brief of

GTE, pages

are

refleCted in CTE'S interLATA COSt Of SerViCe analyliS. AlSO<
,....,changes ,in . accounting,. rules;.:. have caused .capital to expense and
shifts in a way tota11y apart from increased
other accounting
network
As above, some of these changes are reflected in
usage.
GTE's interLATA
cost of service analysis. In si~~ry, all other
things are not equal and variance between growth in units in
service and growth in cost per unit can be significant.
Lastly, fully distributed cost principles are inherent to PCC
separations
procedures
and PCC access charges rules, and common
In the opinion of the
costs must be allocated in some way.
allocation
of common cost according to fully
Commission,
,...,distributed, cost. iprinciples .-is:. reasonable and consistent with
prevailing regulatory practice.
Although
the record indicates that GTE generally adhered to
and FCC access charges
rules in
PCC separations
procedures
its interLATA cost of service information, there is
developing

also

to indicate the selective omission of known rules
inadvertent errors that impact access services revenue

evidence

changes and

requirements.

rules

separations

office
rules

For

example,

changes.

GTE's

interstate

Ptefiled testimony
pages

12-13.

and

In
and

did

not

consider

12.

FCC

relating

Of Ns. Guthrie,

pages 3-4 and

Prefiled testimony of Ns. Quthrie> pages l-2
page

known

to some categories of central
dM not fully reflect known accounting
addition, there are discrepancies between
intrastate
access
services revenue

changes

equipment~~

GTE

and

Brief of

GTEg

Brief of

OTE,

and items
that have not been explained
....-,„.„...,....Pave„,:been included '4n. the intrastate. rate "base %hat-are not
Therefore, the
rate base.58
in
permitted
the interstate
Commission must reiect GTE's interLATA cost of service analysis as
access services revenue requirements.
a basis for establishing
This decision does not preclude GTE from filing a corrected
interLATA
cost of service analysis with the Commission at another
time.
As is the case with demand forecasts and price-outs, the use
forecasts is consistent with interstate
of revenue requirements
Therefore, the decision
review procedures.
revenue
requirements
,,to,.ge)ect.. GTE's ..interLATA ..cost of: service analysis does not

applications

requirements

the use of revenue

preclude

this
GTE

forecasts.

requirements

Neither

does

decision require the use of revenue requirements forecasts.
and other local exchange carriers may file either historical

forecasts to support
interLATA
cost of service analyses. However, as in the case of
demand
forecasts and price-outs, revenue requirement forecasts
revenue

must

requirements

or revenue

completely

documented

be

access

requirements

based

on an

the

Commission

may

order

format on a case by case

investigations.

services

historical

of
testimony
Evidence, pages 145-147,
Prefiled testimony of
Evidence, pages 148-150,

Prefiled

and

test period

in an historical

information
basis
in

requirements

Also, revenue
test period must demonstrate

and

Brief of

22, Transcript

of

Nr.

Sather, page 22, Transcript
Brief of ATILT, pages S-9.

of

Nr.

and

Sather,

-20-

page

ATILT,

pages

8-9.

historical investment and expense trends are reflective of
.„,future investment..and .expense .trends.
that

,

„„

Forecast and Price-out
The demand forecast and price-out filed in this investigation
forecast demand and revenues for access services through December
31, 1988.
ATaT objects to the demand forecast and price-out on
the grounds
that it includes demand growth estimates that are
unreasonably conservative.
ATILT states:
GTE's figures
indicate an annual growth in traffic
sensitive
for 1988 over 1987 of
access minutes
1 percent.
approximately
The growth rate for 1987 over
1986 was approximately 11 percent. A change in growth
rate of this magnitude demands detailed justification.
None
is provided in the data available to ATILT. This
rate . is also -inconsistent with the 10.6 percent
,: . growth
in 1988 access minutes which
growth
has forecasted
for its Kentucky interstate operations. GQ
Also, ATILT observes that the intrastate demand forecast and
price-out was adjusted and that GTE could not explain the basis
for the adjustment,
except "to claim the possible effect of
certain
interstate offerings."
recommends
that the
ATILT

The Demand

Commissioni

recalculate the demand quantities.
By comparing
billed access minutes, an 11 percent growth
rate is more reasonable than Mr. Nellemeyer's 1 percent.

historic

Prefiled
Transcript
7-8 ~

testimony
of Mr. Sather, page 9.
of Evidence, pages 43-64 and Brief of

Also,
ATILT,

see

pages

Brief of ATILT. page 8. The interstate offerings are services
that use special access services and avoid switched access
charges at either the originating or terminating access point.
service is an example.
ATILT
Megacom
See Transcript of
Evidence, pages 45-53.
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failure to adjust demand units will result in a
windfall
for GTE.
If volumes are understated by 10
percent, at. a minimum,.carrier common-line revenues vill.
and traffic sensitive
be understated
by $ .5 million
This manipulation of projected
revenues by $ .7 million.
versus historic volumes vould mean the combined over
A

,

sensitive
and traffic
collection
of non-traffic
sensitive revenues by more tggn $ 1.2 million. Such a
result should not be permitted.
The Attorney
General also ob)ects to GTE's demand forecast
and price-out information.
The Attorney General states:
the evidence shows that actual access volumes are
increasing
at a rate much greater than projected by the
The historical
grovth rate for some access
company.
is ll percent or more but the gympany projected
volumes
growth is only slightly over 1 percent.
Like ATILT, the Attorney General observes that although "the
.discrepancy by waving the
....,company .tried: to ....explain -'away.'.this
this
special access bypass flag, it could not substantiate
claim"
doesn't know why the forecast projects such a low
and

rate."64 Also, the

growth

forecast

and

revenues

if

forth

Attorney

General notes that the demand

price-out "could portend substantial overrecovery of
the Commission accepts the low projected volumes put

by the company."

6l Brief of ATaT, page 8. Also, see prefiled testimony of Nr.
Sather, page 10.
Brief of the Attorney General, page 3, footnote omitted.
63 IbM.
64

Ibid.
Ibid.

ob)ects to GTE's
...,...,demand, .forecast-"-.and -price~ut ',analysis, stating...only that,"the.
growth
rates used by GTE in its access cost of service study
appear to be questionable."
In general,
GTE indicates
that its demand forecast and
price-out estimates are based on its analysis of the interXATA
market,
including an evaluation of the demand for access services
resulting
from the introduction
of service offerings that use
special access services and avoid switched access charges at
either the originating
or terminating
access point. 7
For
in explaining
the difference between an actual demand
example,
with

As

..;.growth

.

ATILT

and the Attorney

of";approximately

General,

NCI

.11 percent..in .1987 .and the 1988

demand

forecast of approximately 1 percent, on cross-examination
Nr. lii1ellemeyer stated:
I can't attribute specific minutes to particular changes
'87 and '88. I do know that we rationalize
between
if you vill, as an effect of service bypass on it<
the
s~cial access side, but more prominently the
introduction
of bulk switched access serg)ces, such as

growth

Megacom,

Negacom

800, Prism and UltraMATS.

6.

It is

clear whether NCI is
to forecast revenue
requirement or demand for access services.
In either case, as
the Commission
reads NCI's Brief, the ob)ection would be the

Brief of
referring

same

NCI,

to

page
growth

estimates

not

used

~

Brief of
45-53.

QTS,

Transcript

of Evidence, page 46.

pages 21-22 and Transcript

of Evidence, pages

,,.

at a later paint,

that no
-„.,study,,or data .analysis ..nxieted to..support .the'destimulatian of
historical demand growth patterns
and that he did not know the
basis for the adjustment.7
Clearly,
on
whatever
basis,
GTE
believes that the
introduction
of service offerings that use special access and
avoid switched access charges at either the originating
or
terminating
access point will destimulate
demand
for access
services.
Noreaverr
there is some evidence in the record ta
that contention.
support
On cross-examination,
Nr. Mellemeyer.
However,

Mr. We11emeyer admitted

stated:
...Xf we look-at,'he data:for 1987, 12" months ..ended "fourth
'87, end you strike a trend line through those
quarter
data, that results in an annual growth rate which is
similar to what you have cited. and x believe when yau
campaxed '87 and '86 year end amounts, that indiCated an
11.15 percent growth rate. And a trend through that.
same data
indicates something even higher, it is 11.8
percent on an annual basis. Now, if we look at the 12
months
ended in the first quarter of '88, again, trying
to establish what the trend is through those 12 months,
the annual growth rate has fallen to 5.3 percent.
don't have complete data for second quarter of '88, but
if you complete the same kind of an exercise for the 12
months
that ended May, the moat current month we have
data available
for, the annual growth rate has fallen
even farther.
Xt has fallen to 1.2 percent.
Now, all
of these are based an the most recent 12 months of
actual
data.
I don't have explanatians
or even
rationalizations
for haw this has happenedg but We Will
~

7O

Ibid.,
ibid.,

pages 47 and 52.
pages 48 and 52.
~24~

be developing that before the end of this year. That'
a sXgni$ $ cant turn down in the rate of growth in

minutes.

r

~

/.

~

forecast and price-out is crucial to this
investigation.
If demand for access services is either overstated
then GTE will not obtain the access services
or understated,
revenues
that the demand price-out predicts.
If demand is
overstated,
access services revenues will be less than revenue
requirements.
If demand is understated, access services revenues
will exceed revenue requirements.
This dilemma highlights the
fundamental
problem
associated with the use of demand forecasts
and price-outs.
At the same
time, the trend line analysis
....-..-"discussed ".above .-:highlight+ the:basic problem associated with the
demand
That is, like a price-out
use of historical
patterns.
based on a demand
forecast, a price-out based on historical
demand
patterns will either overstate or understate
access
services
revenues
relative to revenue requirements<
unless
The

historical

demand

reflects future

Therefore, a reasonable
balance must be made between the use of either approach and
judgments must be made concerning the validity of the results.
Despite the direction of the trend line analysis discussed
above

and

estimates,

Ibid.,
Ibid.,

demand

its

correlation

apparent

considerable

demand.

doubt surrounds

with

GTE's

GTE's demand

demand

growth

forecast

and

pages 55-56.
pages

33-35.

This

problem

is

compounded

in this

investigation because access services revenue requirements are
also forecasted, making it more difficult to design rates that
obtain desired outcomes.

-25-

price-out.

For

example,

there

appears

to be significant

and

-; .;„.."..unexplained '-discrepancies:" between: Commission:f W.ed end iFCO Oiled
:,,„.,
estimates.
Also, the
jurisdictional
demand
growth
Kentucky
estimates used in the intrastate demand forecast represent
growth
a significant departure from historical demand growth patterns and
are not supported by an econometric or other analysis that might
the
destimulation
of demand for access services.
explain
Therefore. the Commission will reject GTE's demand forecast and
This does not mean that the Commission is rejecting
price-out.
the use of demand forecasts and price-outs to predict access
It does mean that local exchange carriers
services revenues.
...;,......;.'ishould=.XLle econometric ~r :other
These
forecasts and price-outs.

~ith

analyses

along

analyses

should explain

demand

the

forecasts and
provide better support for price-outs based on demand forecasts.
The use of demand forecasts and price-outs on an intrastate
basis is consistent with interstate access services tariff filing
review procedures.
However, although the Commission will permit
the use of demand forecasts and price-outs to predict access
services revenues, it is not requiring the use of demand forecasts
GTE and other local exchange carriers may a1so
and price-outs.
historical
demand
to predict access services
patterns
use
order historical demand
revenues.
Also, the Commission
may
basis in access services
case
on
a case
patterns
by

assumptions

Transcript
7-8 ~

and

methodology

underlying

of Evidence, pages 60-63

demand

and

Brief of

ATILT,

pages

investigations.
Furthermore,
as with demand forecasts and
....,price-.outs, GTE.. and. other - local- 'exchange .-warriers ..that use
historical demand patterns to predict access services revenues
will be required to demonstrate that historical demand reflects

--"=

future demand.
Rate of Return
GTE's

cost

of service

analysis

includes a 12
percent rate of return on investment, which is GTE's authorised
rate of return on interstate investment.
ATILT objects to a 12
percent rate ".:ATILT
of return on investment and contends that GTE's 10.61
interLATA

percent authorised

rate of return

on

intrastate

investment

is

more

states:

.".'..-'appropriate.

authorised rate of return, i,.e., a cost of
for its overall intrastate
in
operations
Kentucky.
This figure is currently 10.61 percent. The
cost of capital associated with the provision of access
services is the same as it is for all other intrastate
services.
However,
QTE has
used 12 percent in the
development
of its
access costs instead of its
authorixed
10.61 percent. Vsing this inflated cost of
capital merely overstates the revenue requirement for
access relative to other services.
Elsewhere, ATILT reiterates its position and observes that 12
percent is the authorised interstate rate of return on investment
for all local exchange carriers. Therefore, its
includes an analysis of local exchange carriers
throughout
the country.
It is in no way related to the
risks or investor expectations associated with GTE's
QTE

has

capital,

74

an

Prefiled testimony of Nr.
noted that rate of return
are not equivalent
terms.
114'

Sather, pages 5-6. It should be
and cost of capital
See Transcript of Evidence, page

on investment

Since access is a tariffed service
operations.
by GTE on an intrastate basis, the cost of
.should be no different
., capital . associated withit's;access
other intrastate services.
than
is allowed for
Using an inflated return merely overstates GTE's revggue
requirement for access as related to other services.
The Attorney General's position is that a 12 percent rate of
return on investment
is preferable to a 10.61 percent rate of
because a 12 percent rate of return is more consistent
return,
Also, the Attorney General
with the goal of universal service.
contends
that a reduction in rate of return on investment from
12.75 percent to 10.61 percenr, would not be consistent with the
principle of rate gradualism.77
NCI supports ATILT's position, stating~
associated with the provision of
The cost of capital
access service, private line, intraLATA toll and other
services should be the same. GTE, however, chOOSe tO
use a figure of 12 percent instead of its authorised
10.61 percent. By using this inflated cost of capital,
CTE has
effectively overstated its revenue requirement
for access as it compa;:-.es to other services.7~
Kentucky

provided

Brief of
page

193..

ATILT,

page

ll.

Also, see Transcript

of Evidence,

of Evidence, pages 80-&3 and Brief of the Attorney
Transcript
General, page 5.
Brief of the Attorney General, page 5. Access services
tariffs that were allowed to become effective in Case No.
8838g Phase I and Phase ZV, included a 12.75 percent rate of
return on investment, which was the authorized rate of return
on interstate investment during the study periods in which the
tariffs were developed.
The authorized rate of return on
interstate investment was reduced to l2 percent effective
January 1, 1987.

Brief of

MCI, page

5.

indicates that it used a 12 percent rate of return on
„.investment ..in, its interMTh,.cost. of,service .analysis based on Lts
For example,
interpretation
of past actions by the Commission.
CTE

,,„,,,....

."'.

statess
of December 9, 1987, in
the mirroring of federal access
tariffs, and the rate of return authorized for use in
the federal tariff is 12 percent. It is the Company's
interpretation
that this action by the Commission
established the measure of contribution that
implicitly
to total
make
should
access
intrastate
charg~e

the Commission's
Case No. 8838 authorized

intrastate

revenue

Order

sources.

the
this interpretation
To further .support
-...;,.'Company>;-in a previous Order in-Case:No; 8838>bg the
an intrastate interLATA revenue
established
Commission
requirement for QTE South . . . that revenue requirement
was based on a cost of service study which was developed
allowed
rate of return of
using the thsy interstate
12.75 percent.
GTE's interpretation
of the Commission's intent is correct.
November 20, 1984, in Phase I of Case No. 8838, and on December
1987, in Phase IV of Case No. 8838, the Commission allowed
access services tariffs to become effective on an intrastate
In most cases, these access services tariffs mirrored
basis.

79

Prefiled

Transcript

of Ns. Guthrie, page 5.
testimony
of Evidence, pages 78-79 and passim,

13 and 18.
80 This reference
is most
November
20, 1984, but
GTE, pages

likely to the Phase I Order dated
could also include reference to the

Phase XI Order dated l4ay 31> 1985.
of Ns. Guthrie, page 6.
testimony
of Evidence, pages 78-79 and passim,
Transcript
GTE, page 14.

81 Prefiled

Also< see
and Brief of

Also,

and

see

Brief of

interstate access services tariffs with little or no variation and
.,,...,...included a 12.75.percent- rate of. return on investment;-.which was
the authorised rate of return on interstate investment at the time
rate af return an
The actual
the tariffs were develaped.
intrastate
investment no doubt, differed from 12.75 percent due ta
differences
in )urisdictional
rate bases and may have exceeded
12.75 percent in some cases.
In any event, through mirroring
interstate access services tariffs on an intrastate basis, the
Commission
at least implicitly adopted the authorized rate of
investment as a reasonable surrogate for a
return on interstate
jurisdictionally specific rate of return.
-.. Xn,:the. past, mirrored access"cervices "tariMs have been*filed
wi,th
rate of return on
with the Commission
the authorized
interstate investment embedded in rate design. The Commission has
or modified these tariff fili.ngs based on evaluations of
approved
price-out information, and
the Commission's
regulatory
policy gaals of equity, efficiency>
service.
The unique
feature of GTE's access
and universal
services tariff filing is the application of the authorized rate
of return an interstate investment to interLATA rate base i,n order
Furthermore, GTE
ta arrive at a total revenue requirement.

authorized

revenue

requirements,

demand

this )udgment, the Commission will cite generally
support
costs in the telecommunications industry coupled
declining
in the interLATA market,
carrier conauon 1ine
with growth
to access services tariffs in 1984 and
charges ad)ustments
to switched access services in 1987, and the
adjustments
overall earnings enjoyed by local exchange carriers since

To

divestiture.

ad)usted switched access rates to levels below interstate switched
,. access . rates to :match . revenues: and. revenue -requirements.;..The

anticipates that other local exchange carriers will
follow similar procedures in the future.
The ab)ections of ATILT and NCx are not persuasive.
First as
noted during
the hearing
in this case, the FCC has extensive
in the area af access charges, including experience in
experience
the coats and risks associated with praviding access
evaluating
services.
Consequently, an investigation ta determine a generic
ar case specific rates of return on investment for intrastate
access services would be an unnecessary duplication of effort, as
.the. outcome .would--likely;be-substantially
the same as 'the federal
outcome. Therefore, substitution of the authorized rate of return
specific or local
on interstate investment for a )urisdictionally
carrier specific rate of return on access services is
exchange
reasonable.
Second, the costs and risks associated with providing
various telecommunications
services are not the same. The costs
and risks associated with providing interIATA access services are
not the same as the casts and risks associated with providing
intraLATA
toll services, which are not the same as the costs and
risks associated with providing private line services, and so
an.84
Consequently.
these
and
other
of
categories
Commission

of Evidence, pages 180-18l.
On
the relative casts and contributions produced by interLATA
access services and intraLATA toll services, see Transcript of
Evidence, pages 183-192.

Transcript

-31-

services

telecommunications

not

should

the same rate of

yield

In fact,. the.Commission does not set rates
return, .an investment.
in order that each rate element or category of telecommunications
Within the
service yields the same rate of return on investment.
context of overall revenue requirements, the Commission may order
some
rates that yield a large rate of return on investment and
others that. yield a small or no rate of return on investment,
and the Commisson's regulatory
conditions
on market
depending
policy goals of equity< efficiency, and universal service. The
practice of pricing goods and services or setting rates that yield
different rates of return on investment is common both in private
Xn the view of the
..enterprise ,.and ...public utility .'regulation.

practice is reasonable and does not unduly
service, including
pre)udice any consumer of telecommunications
consumers af access services.
this

Commission,

XnterLATA

Lease Agreements

of service analysis includes revenue
associated with the lease af services and network
requirement
The method used to allacate the cost
facilities ta ATILT.
services and network facilities to the interLATA Iaarket is
In
between
GTE and ATtT.
based on a contractual
agreement
GTE's

interLATA

cost

of'hese

general<

the

Prefiled

GTE, pages

method

testimony

1S-17.

follows

of Ns.

FCC

separations

Guthrie,

pracebures,

pages 8-10 and

Prefiled testimony of Ns. Guthrie, pages 8-9
pages

15-16.

and

except

Srief of

Brief of

GTE,

that
.-saar

plant

construction

under

ket. 87

~

is

not allocated

to the

interLATA

~

revenue
requirement
of the Commission,
associated with interLATA lease agreements should be a component
of overall access services revenue requirements, as the related
services and facilities are dedicated to the interLATA market.
GTE's demand
However,
forecast and price-out do not include
Instead,
revenues
associated with interLATA lease agreements.
the revenue requirement associated with interLATA lease agreements
is substituted for revenues, evidently on the presumption that
CTE explains as
are equal.
and revenue
requirement
revenues

In

i ..Mol

the

opinion

lows:

lease revenues have not
a target level of access
First, the method used by
the
serves
to specifically
identify a
Company
requirement for access and to target that requirement as
level
of revenue to be generated by access
the
the
services
A
further
justification
for
Company's
is that interexchange lease
methodology
Therefore, what is
termination dates change frequently.
as the level of interexchange lease
expected currently
revenue
to bI paid by ATILT in 1988 may turn out to be
expected interexchange

The

been included
in establishing
revenues for several reasons.

...

less.

somewhat

Despite

associated
revenue

7

this explanation, GTE offered no proof that revenues
with
interLATA
lease agreements would be less than

requirement.

Ibid.
Prrfiled

CTE, pages

Brief of

testimony

16-17.

CTE<

pages

Also,

of Ns.

16-17.

OTE

offered no proof that revenues

Guthrie,

pages 9-10 and Srkef

of

associated with interLATA lease agreements would equal revenue
,...,...requirement.. '" Finally ..-at-.- least..in .theory, revenues associated,;..:...=:..
with interLATA lease agreements could exceed revenue requirement.
In the opinion of the Commission, revenues associated with
interLATA
lease agreements and not revenue requirement should be
reflected in GTE's demand forecast and price-out. In fact, the
Commission
has ordered
that revenues associated with interLATA
lease agreements should be considered a part of overall access
services revenues.9
GTE's interLATA
lease agreement with ATILT provides for
compensation
to GTE in the event that ATILT terminates a lease
GTE did
arrangement
;prior .to . the scheduled 4ermination date;
not
include
on interLATA
lease
early termination
payments
1n the opinion
agreements in its demand forecast and price-out.9
of the Commission, early termination payments on interLATA lease
agreements
should be considered a part of overall access services
as the payments relate to the provis'on of interLATA
revenues,

..

services.

Case No. 8998, Application
of General Telephone
of Kentucky for Approval of the Lease of Certain
to ATILT Communications of the South Central States,
Property
Inc., dated June 17, 1985, page 1.
91 Prefiled testimony of Nr. Sather, pages 14-15, Transcript of
Evidence, page 133, Brief of ATILT, page 13, Brief of the
Attorney General, page 6, Brief of GTE, pages 22-23, and Brief
of NC1, page 6.
Transcript of Evidence, pages 136-137.
Order

Company

in

The

...stranded

.

accounting and revenue requirement treatment accorded to
investment'associated...with..interLATA.lease
.agreements.is

extent, it appears that stranded investment
associated with interLATA lease agreements is reassigned to other
uses.
For example,
the hearing, GTE indicated that
during
investment
associated with interLATA lease agreement terminations
was reassigned to other areas of interLATA use or to the intraLATA
toll market, if possible. In response to cross-examination, Ns.
"when
terminates
Guthrie
stated
that
ATaT
a lease of
interexchange
plant, it is sometimes possible to reuse or migrate
part of that plant for use in the access or toll jurisdictions."95
Ns.: Guthrie„ was .not able"to quantify. the amount of any
:,However,
or reuse. Based on Ns. Guthrie's testimony, the
such migration
is concerned that unnecessary reassignments to the
Commission
intraLATA market could occur.
In other instances,
it appears that stranded investment
that cannot be
associated
with
interLATA
lease agreements
in response
to an
reassigned
is retired.96
For example,
not

clear.

To some

—

information

Ibid.,

request,

GTE

stated:

160-161.
Transcript of Evidence, page 133.
Ibid.
Ibid.g page 161.
pages 133-141 and
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implications
of a carrier's termination of
whether
or known early
planned
...terminations~ are reflected. in access tariff filings yea
annual preparation of underlying access cost studies.
the hearing,
Ns. Guthrie
indicated that stranded
During
investment
associated with interLATA lease agreement terminations

lease

A11

agreements,

reflected in CTE's interLATA cost of service analysis,
even though early terminations may have been known at the time the
Ns. Guthrie also
cost of service analysis was prepared.
indicated
that these investments were not reflected in intraLATA
tell or local service revenue requirements. When asked where
these investments were reflected< Ns. Guthrie stated:
this, and, once again, X am not an
As X understand
...expert .;in :this. area~.but if:an investment is stranded+
the books. And X am not
then
in effect, taken
sure of the mechanism, but—g]f
Ns. Guthrie's
testimony on this point, is not clear. Xn any
case, if CTE's access services tariff filing had been made in
Ns. Guthrie's
isolation without a concurrent general rate case,
testimony
would be correct, at least to the extent that, interLATA
stranded
investment
would
not be reflected
in any revenue
However,
it is clear that because the rate base
reguirements.
reflected in the general rate case is an end-of-period rate base,
associated with the provision of interLATA lease
any investment

was

not

it',

Pirst Information Request of ATILT, item 12.
Transcript of Evidence, page 160.
XbM., page 161.
Case No. 10117, Adjustment

Of Rates
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of

CTE

South, Xnc.

agreements

would

in that rate base, even

be included

...interLATA lease agreements

vera

known

if

particular
to be sub)sot'to,termination

in the near future.

Since

stranded

is

investment

associated

with interLATA

lease

not reflected

in interLATA revenue requirements, the
implication
is that the investment is included in intraLATA toll
or local service revenue requirement.
This is not appropriate.
Stranded
investment
associated with interLATA lease agreements
that is not, reassigned to other uses should be assigned to the
interLATA market.
In summary,
revenue
requirements associated with interLATA
..;...lease..;agreements . should:.'be considered a part of access services
xevenue
xevenues
associated with intex'LATA lease
requirements,
should
be considered
agreements
a part of access services
and stranded investment associated with interLATA lease
revenues,
agreements

be considered

should

agreements

requirements.

Furthermore,

lease agreements

should

Revenue
As

a part of access services revenue
revenues

be included

associated with interLATA

early termination

payments.

Recguirements

a

result of decisions discussed elsewhere

the Commission

cannot authorise

in this Oxder,

increased interLATA revenue
record is clear that GTE's

GTE an

The
at this time.
interLATA
cost of service analysis omitted known PCC separations
procedures
changes
and failed
to fully reflect the impact of

requirement

-37-

rules changes. 1
Also, the record is clear that
',,..., ...,:,-,discrepancies exist-between GTR's 'intrastate and. interstate access
services revenue requirements
applications.
Finally, the
record is ambiguous
as to GTE's treatment of stranded interLATA
investment.103
The net result
of these deficiencies is a
interLATA revenue requirements.
misstatement
of
Moreover'he
record does not contain sufficient information for the Commission
to restate CTR'a interLATA
to make all necessary ad5ustments
accounting

revenue

requirements.

related issue, in the Phase ZU Order in Case No. 8838,
the Commission established optional access services tariff filing
..procedures.104.. .These procedures allow GTE and other local
exchange carriers to make annual intrastate access services tariff
filings that mirror their interstate access services tariffs as
approved by the FCC to the maximum extent possible consistent with
their revenue requirements and the Commission's regulatory policy
goals of equity, efficiency, and universal service. Clearly,
annual intrastate access services tariff filings that also involve
applications for increased interLATA revenue requirements will not
coincide with general rate case applications.
always
Therefore,
On

a

Prefiled testimony of Ns. Guthrie, pages 3-4
pages

12-13.

and

Brief of

GTE,

testimony
of Nr. Sather, page 22. Transcript of
Evidence, pages 145-147, and Brief of ATILT, pageS 8-9.
3 Transcript of Evidence, pages 160-161.
l~4 Order in Case No. SS38, Phase IV, pages 25-28, dated December

Prefiled

9, 1987.
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will clarify annual access services tariff filing
:.,procedures to --indicate." that-.. when such. applications include an
interLATA
cost of service analysis to support increased interLATA
revenue requirements,
then an analysis of the impact of additional
access services revenues on the local exchange carrier's earnings
this is referred to as an absorption
be filed.
must
Commonly<
the

Commission

test.

The

period

ending

test

absorption

later

no

historical test
prior to the date of any

should be based on a

90

than

days

for

and
increased interLATA revenue requirements
should be ad)usted for all changes in the local exchange carrier's
most recent general rate case.

application

AND ORDERS

PXNDXNGS

The

considered the evidence of record and
of the opinion and finds that:

Commission,

having

being advised, is
1. GTE's access services

tariff filing

should

be

rejected.

access
services tariff filing schedule and resubmit a 19BS application.
3. GTE's interKATA cost of service analysis should be

2.

GTE

should

be allowed

to deviate

from the annual

rejected.
GTE's

interLATA

demand

forecast

and

price-out should be

re)ected.
rate of return on intrastate access services should
mirror the rate of return on interstate access services.
6. Revenue requi.rement associated with interLATA lease
should be considered a part of access services revenue
agreements

5.

The

requirements.

7.

early

including

Revenue,

termination

payments,

associated with interLATA lease agreements should be considered a
part of access services revenue.
8. Stranded investment associated with interLATA lease
agreements
should be considered a part of access services revenue
requirement.
O.

eTZ~s

application

for

increased

reguirements should be re)ected.
Accordingly, each of the above findings
Bene

at Prankfort,

Kentucky,

this

1st

interLATA

is
day

revenue

HEREBY ORDERED.

of Aught, 1988.

PUBLIC SERVICE CONNISSION

Vi4e Chai ratan

ATTEST

'xecutive

Director

